I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of rail transit, the high-speed Multiple Units (EMUs) have been widely used in our country. In the course of running speed raising, there is a growing concern about the safety and stability of high-speed EMUs' operation. As the significant parts of the high-speed EMUs, the tight-lock coupler and buffer are demanded various requirements [1] :
1) The gap of the EMUs coupler's connection should be narrow to the greatest extent.
2) In order to make the fast implement of mechanical, air and electronic connection, the EMUs coupler should be easily connected and de-coupled.
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) Greater buffer capacity of coupling buffer is required to reduce the longitudinal impact of the proper operation and coupling. 4) There should be an energy absorption device to effectively protect the EMUs and passengers when the high-speed train was beyond the permissive couple speed. (eg. The train frontal crash accident).
Because the tight-lock coupler could satisfy the requirements above, it is widespread used in multiple units and urban rail trains. To guarantee the property and quality, comprehensive experiments of different parts are imperatively, including the performance tests of connection and de-coupling of the coupler and the buffer device when the coupler connected straightly in an alignment state, the load experiment of tensile strength, the gas leak test, the performance tests of connection and de-coupling of the coupler and the buffer device when there is a left and right offset or upper and lower offset between the two units [2] .
According to the technical requirement described above, the test-bed for tight-lock coupler the coupling test-bed that is able to simulate the working reality. In The test-bed is composed of a machine frame, a mobile table, a supporting guideway, two impact couplers, a left and right regulator system of coupler, a lifting device of coupler, a hydraulic system, a pressure system and a console.
A. Machine Frame
The machine frame is an essential part of experimental device. With the hydraulic system underneath, it is the basic framework which loads the mobile sliding table, supporting guideway, impact coupler, left and right regulator system for coupler and lifting device of coupler.
The frame welded by carbon structure steel must have sufficient strength and rigidity, it should withstand the tension load under tension experiment and the shock load when collided with the slide. There are climbing frames and handrails on both sides taking into account of ergonomics, which have reasonable structure, safe and comfortable.
B. Mobile Table
The predominant use of mobile table is detecting the performance of hooking. The major component is the dovetail guideway which made of cast iron and then finished precisely to satisfy the design require.
The tested coupler is put on the sliding table so the strength and the rigidity should be the basic requirement.
Furthermore, the friction created by slide table and supporting guideway should be little.
C. The Left and Right Regulator System for Coupler
The left and right regulator system is designed for testing the property of coupler when there is a deflection. It is mainly composed of fixed pulleys and wire ropes which should have little friction and flexible deflection. To save work time and labor intensity, we design the hydraulic motor as the driving force.
D. Lifting Device for Coupler
The lifting device is designed for detecting the property of coupler when it deflected up and down. It is composed of elevator welded by carbon steel and hydro cylinder which is a standard part that can be chosen by the design parameter.
E. Hydraulic System
With hydraulic system, the power of tension test, the high pressure oil for lifting device and the left and right regulator system could be able to work. The basic components of hydraulic system are electric machine, hydraulic pump, stretching cylinder and controls. The demands of designing the hydraulic system must have stable behavior and high pressure. Meanwhile, the enough pulling force of stretching cylinder is the key point of testing the tension of coupler.
F. Pressure System
The pressure system supports large flow of compressed gas for mobile sliding table, and air source for deconstructed test. It is composed of air compressor, gas tank, impact cylinder, air cleaning unit, muffler and controls. It is requested greater flow and less noise so the workers around would not be disturbed. Fig.3 The control system's composition and principle
G. Control system
As Fig.3 shown, the control system is composed of test-bed, hydraulic station, air compressor station, control operation platform and sensors. The related parameter of control system could be displayed on the platform for ease to use. The artistic console is welded by carbon steel and then the controls were added.
III. THE MAIN TECHNICAL PARAMETER OF DEVICES

1) Power supply: Three phase five wire 380V/50Hz 2) Total power: ≤30kW.
3) The power of coupling and de-coupling: hydraulic/air pressure 4) The maximum pressure of hydraulic system: 4Mpa.
5) The dimension data of test-bed: Length ×Width×Height: 4900 mm×1500 mm×1500mm
6) The dimension data of console: 1100 mm×800 mm×1300mm
IV. THE MAJOR FUNCTION OF TEST-BED FOR COUPLER AND BUFFER
The performance measurement of this test-bed is as follows.
1) Measuring the performance of coupling, de-coupling and buffer when the coupler connected straightly in an alignment state (without deviation). And testing the load experiment of tensile strength and the gas seal when the tension is 35 tons. 2) Measuring the performance of coupling, de-coupling and buffer when there is a 30 degree offset left or right of coupling.
3) Measuring the performance of coupling, de-coupling and buffer when there is a 100 millimeters up or down. Step3: The left and right regulator system13 and lifting device22 drive the coupler left and right, up and down to do the gas leak test. The gas source links the gas path system of coupler and with the pressure sensor on it, the sealing performance of gas path would be tested by the pressure.
Step4: Filling gas to the de-coupling cylinder to test the property of de-coupling. 2) The left and right deflected angle is controlled by two hydraulic motor which tested by the code disc.
3 [7] .
VII. CONCLUSION
The designed test-bed for tight-lock coupler and buffer in this article can effectively achieve the testing 
